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Overview

• Pop Quiz – Kahoot!

• Why do I need to know about technology?

• Careers in technology

• The Rise of FinTech

• Getting introduced to algorithmic trading



Are the jobs you want being taken over by robots?



“Many traders, especially in equities, are 

realizing they can save time and money by using 

automated trading tools to do in minutes work 

that could otherwise have taken hours. 

Fixed income and FX are relatively newer to this 

game but catching up fast.”



TRADING VOLUMES DRYING UP
Markets are undergoing a dramatic evolution. High Frequency Trading (HFT) firms now are dominating the market-making 

scene with the number of traditional quotes, in especially equities markets deteriorating in the past decade. Trading volume 

has dried up and become less selling-oriented from the brokers-commission system to more technology-oriented via 

algorithmic trading and outsourcing.



WHEN THE MACHINE BECOMES THE TREND

In January 2019, EPFR fund data showed withdrawals of equity funds rise to nearly $53bn. Quants and 

HFT market-makers are now accounting for nearly half of the market share.



Fixed Income follows suit…

• Electronic fixed income trading is as its infancy comparatively to the equity market but more 

are following suit. 

• In 2018 AllianceBernstein notes a “RoboInvestor” handles 35% of their bond trades.

https://www.ft.com/content/67e48ae4-4fab-11e8-9471-a083af05aea7


Foreign Exchange isn’t far behind

• Euromoney 2019 FX market share survey noting changes 

in the market share trends

• Two non-traditional, electronic market-makers 

compromise an 1/8th of the top ten market share: XTX 

Markets (4th place) and HCTech (7th place).

• Both hire only those with computing or engineering 

backgrounds.



The 

importance 

of 

technology

• Technology is an important factor in all corners of the financial industry: 

from preparing pitchbooks, pricing derivatives, regulatory reporting, risk 

management, trading strategies, security and many more functions.

• As technology is used to automate many traditional roles in finance, 

less ‘technical’ roles are requiring ever more technical knowledge than 

in the past (e.g. sales & sales traders) and the demand for quantitative 

and structuring roles are growing.

• Some technology is now used to disrupt the traditional function of a 

universal bank: FinTech



Trading and technology: Careers



WHAT DO BANKS WANT?



The 

importance 

of 

technology

• Some research houses predict nearly half a million jobs in Capital 

Markets will be lost to technology by 2030.

• Predictions also consider thousands more roles within technology and 

data science will be created in place. 

• Most financial institutions have stated those that are comfortable with 

technology, have an ability to understand diverse perspectives and 

subject expertise are the most important aptitudes for finance in the 

future. 



What is an 

Investment 

Bank?

There are a number of divisions that make 

up an Investment Bank – which are usually 

divided into three sections: front, mid and 

back office.

• Revenue  Centers 

• Client Facing 

• High Pressure

• Long working hours

• Public vs Private Side

Front Office Mid Office Back Office

• Risk Management, Compliance, 

Legal and (some) parts of 

technology

• Research USED to be considered 

mid-office, post-MiFID (now front!)

• Huge responsibility and 

challenging negotiations – work 

with front office to ensure risk is 

managed

• Quantitative analysts and 

developers – trading software and 

applications

• Finance Control – Accounting for 

industry regulators

• Operations of the bank

• Trade clearing, settlement

• Human Resources

• Marketing

• CSR

• Technology – systems and 

hardware

• More standard front-office, 

some shift work 



A standard technology structure in a bank

Business 
Analysts

• Intermediary between 
the business 
stakeholders and the 
developers

Project 
Managers

• Project timelines 

• Arbitrate between 
different teams for 
complex projects

Front Office 
Technology

• Clients are front-office 
business staff (traders, 
quants, sales)

• Focus on software, trade 
blotters, pricing software, 
research platforms, 
market data.

• High pressure

Back/Middle 
Office Technology

• Compliance and 
regulatory systems

• Payments, settlements, 
valuation control

• Clients will be teams in 
operations, financial 
control, compliance.

Technology 
Infrastructure

• Maintaining I.T. 
infrastructure within the 
bank and hardware

• Cloud computing & 
Cybersecurity

• Clients are other 
developers

• Usually experienced 
professionals

Core Technology

• Long-term strategic work. 
Research and 
Development

• Software Engineering

• Application Development

• Interact usually only with 
developers



What would be involved within these roles?

• Identify, asses and record business needs

• Advise on a cost-benefit analysis on a project

• Research new and existing technology solutions

• Document and communicate requirements

• Translate documents into test plans

• Ensure test plans are completed

• Execute unit testing & implementation of new application functionality

• Hold training sessions and demos

• Develop appropriate documentation



The rise of FinTech



UNBUNDLING A UNIVERSAL BANK



FinTech Areas

• Payments & Cashless World

• Insurance & InsureTech

• Deposits & Lending

• Capital Raising

• Market Provisioning

• Investment Management



Artificial Intelligence in Finance



Recommended resources

Books & Links

• Why aren’t they shouting? – Kevin Rodgers

• Flash Boys – Michael Lewis

• Quantitative Trading: https://www.quantconnect.com/, https://www.quantopian.com/

https://www.quantconnect.com/
https://www.quantopian.com/


Algorithmic Trading: An Introduction



Algorithmic Trading

• Algorithmic Trading is the use of programs and 

computer to generate and execute (large) orders in 

markets with electronic access, usually coming from 

institutional investors and bulge bracket trading 

desks.

• Main objective is not always profit, but rather to 

control execution risk costs and market risk

• Writing an algorithm is complex!



“Traditional” vs “New” Broking Methods

Phone or 

internet 

model

Order 

communicated to 

the floor

Client Broker Market



“Traditional” vs “New” Broking Methods

Client Broker Market

Programs 

generate an 

API with 

orders (or use 

an internet 

site)

100% automatic 

execution algo

interacting with order 

book



What is an algorithm?

• An algorithm is just a pre-defined set of instructions – think like a cooking recipe

• These can be based on timing, price, quantity, a mathematical model or more complex 

models.



Some common examples

1. Volume Weighted Average Price (VWAP) – Breaks up a large order and 

dynamically trades smaller chunks of the order based on historical volume profiles

2. Time Weighted Average Price (TWAP) – Breaks up a large order and 

dynamically trades based on a start and end time

3. Percentage of Volume (POV) - This algorithm continues sending partial orders 

according to the defined participation ratio and according to the volume traded in 

the markets until fully filled. 



Benefits of an algorithm?

1. Trades are executed at the best possible prices.

2. Trade order placement is instant and accurate (there is a high 

chance of execution at the desired levels).

3. Trades are timed correctly and instantly to avoid significant price 

changes.

4. Reduced transaction costs.

5. Simultaneous automated checks on multiple market conditions.

6. Reduced risk of manual errors when placing trades.

7. Algo-trading can be backtested using available historical and 

real-time data to see if it is a viable trading strategy.

8. Reduced possibility of mistakes by human traders based on 

emotional and psychological factors.



Developing a profitable algo is more than just finding a good idea…

1. Idea generation and derivation from fundamental and technical analysis

2. Use quantitative modelling to support initial instincts from the model

3. Sketch and prototype algorithms

4. Backtest and evaluate robustness

5. Improve production based on existing algorithms

6. Test algorithms in a training environment (demo accounts) to validate algorithm

7. Design and implement a production version

8. Monitor real-time signals and manage risk

9. Repeat 



Algorithmic Trading Introduction Mini-Project

In teams of maximum three you will use a technical analysis indicator 

studied during your internship in order to create this into a signal

What we want you to do:

• Choose either (a) RSI’s and (b) a technical analysis indicator of 

your choice (Moving Averages, Bollinger Bands etc.) and create a 

basic function on python that will print whether the technical 

indicator signals a BUY or SELL.

• Manual Evaluation and Backtesting – Choose which asset class 

you want. Use CQGM and online data sources to create charts to 

visually show where your function will show a buy or sell signal. 

Was this successful? Why or why not? 

• Write up the report on a maximum of A4 and share the code via 

Google Colaboratory (as a .ipynb file) – Deadline is Wednesday 

7th August 5pm.

• Prizes for winning teams!



- RSI is a Momentum Oscillator which measures the velocity and magnitude of a 

directional price movement

- The indicator ranges between 0 and 100 and readings below 30 and above 70 

indicate the market is oversold and overbought respectively

- When the market is overbought this would indicate a short signal and vice versa 

- Highly effective in RANGING MARKETS to be avoided in trending markets

- RSI is a lead indicator – the signal occurs before the asset changed direction

Relative 

Strength Index 

(RSI): 

Introduction



Relative 

Strength Index 

(RSI): 

Conclusion

- A great indicator in ranging markets

- To be used in along with other Technical analysis tools to increase probability e.g. 

Pivots. 

- Understanding of underlying fundamentals can help traders forecast an upcoming 

range.

- Adaptations can be made – Use 25 & 75 as limits that indicate overbought and 

oversold values. Decreases opportunities but increases probabilities.



Python Basics

The aim of this project is to give you a basic insight into coding with Python. We are not expecting 

you to become a pro, but to use some coding principles and tools in order to create a simple 

function.

Use Google Colaboratory: 

https://colab.research.google.com/notebook#create=true&language=python3

https://colab.research.google.com/notebook#create=true&language=python3


Python Basics

The aim of this project is to give you a basic insight into coding with Python. We are not expecting 

you to become a pro, but to use some coding principles and tools in order to create a simple 

function.

• Types of data: Strings, Integers, Floats, Boolean

• Calculations

• Variable Assignment



Python Basics: Conditionals

A conditional statement can be thought of like a decision tree



Python Basics: Creating a function

A function is a block of code which only runs when it is called. You can pass data, known as parameters, into a function. A function 

can return data as a result.

Ensure that what you need is ‘tabulated’ under the ‘def’ symbol.

How to call a function – use the function name called by parenthesis

Many more examples and functions available. Please see: 

https://www.w3schools.com/python/default.asp

https://www.w3schools.com/python/default.asp

